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INTRODUCTION
The dollar’s decline continued in May with the DXY index falling some 1.59% over the course
of the month. Our underlying premise of broad USD weakness remains intact despite the
dollar declining faster than we initially expected under the dovish Fed reaction function,
however, we expect the dollar’s losses to begin to slow from heron in as vaccine optimism in
major economies has been priced in and discussions about Fed tapering have already started
to air. With vaccinations in major economies now at a level close to their targets (see our
latest vaccination chartbook for more), reopening plans are being carried out on a broader
scale. The news of partial reopening in mainland Europe helped the euro to take another leg
higher in May, with the single currency touching fresh 4-month highs towards the end of
May. Meanwhile, the UK economy reopened indoor dining and hospitality, although the risks
are elevated for further easing with a new variant and rising hospitalisations.

Monetary policy decisions within the G10 space were quite muted throughout May as
policymakers awaited confirmation of how robust the rebound in economic activity is with
reopening taking place, although notable Federal Reserve members have signaled their
willingness to discuss tapering in upcoming meetings. This remains broadly in line with our
underlining USD argument, which assumes the Federal Reserve will announce the tapering of
QE in 2022 around mid-Q3.

For cable and EURUSD, traders will keep a keen eye on how the data prints over the coming
weeks once the effects of looser lockdown measures filter into economic activity. While for
CNY, markets will zone in on the actions of the PBOC after they signaled their unease towards
a strong yuan when raising the reserve requirement on FX deposits. For major EM’s, like
USDZAR, it is a question of how far carry conditions and the boost in risk sentiment can take
the recent rallies, while for the Turkish lira, inflation remains a real concern for the CBRT.

G10 and EM FX returns vs USD in May

Looking ahead, June is likely to prove pivotal for major currency pairs like 
GBPUSD, EURUSD, USDCNY and some major EM pairs like USDZAR. 
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https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/monex-europes-vaccine-distribution-chartbook-may-2021/
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FORECASTS

Currency Pair 1-month 
(30th Jun 2021)

3-month
(31st Aug 2021)

6-month 
(30th Nov 2021)

12-month 
(31st May 2022)

G10

EUR/USD 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24

USD/JPY 109 108 106 105

GBP/USD 1.42 1.43 1.45 1.46

EUR/GBP 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.85

GBP/EUR 1.16 1.16 1.18 1.18

USD/CHF 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.93

EUR/CHF 1.10 1.13 1.14 1.15

USD/CAD 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.17

AUD/USD 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80

NZD/USD 0.72 0.73 0.745 0.76

USD/SEK 8.3 8.2 8.2 8.1

EUR/SEK 10.15 10.1 10.1 10.05

USD/NOK 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.7

EUR/NOK 9.9 9.8 9.7 9.5

DXY 89.88 89.22 88.87 88.09

Emerging Markets

USD/CNY 6.45 6.4 6.3 6.5

USD/INR 73 73 72 72

USD/ZAR 13.5 13.4 13.5 13.2

USD/RUB 73 72 71 71

EUR/RUB 89.06 88.56 87.33 88.04

USD/TRY 8.6 8.7 8.7 8.8

USD/BRL 5.15 5.0 4.8 4.8

USD/MXN 19.8 19.7 19.5 19
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DXY
The broad dollar has largely followed our expectations as outlined in March’s USD outlook,
with the DXY carving a new downtrend as the Federal Reserve anchored near-term real rates
under their Average Inflation Target framework. However, the dollar’s decline was more
aggressive than we originally expected, although the unequal distribution of the dollar’s
depreciation remained. The short-term dynamic of more aggressive dollar depreciation
continued in May, leading us to revise our short-term calls for some procylcical currencies
like GBP, EUR, ZAR, CAD and BRL to reflect the weaker dollar. Looking ahead however, public
comments by some Fed officials over the need to start QE tapering discussions suggests to us
that the broad dollar’s downturn may begin to grind slower as the US yield curve is brought
back to life. Over the longer-run, we still anticipate broad USD depreciation until Fed lift-off is
in sight for front-end rates.

GBP & EUR
Both the euro and sterling enjoyed the broad depreciation in the dollar over the course of
May, while vaccine optimism and announcements of economic reopening in varying degrees

CAD
The Canadian dollar defied our near-term expectations in May and took a structural leg lower
at the beginning of the month on the back of a commodities supercycle. The reopening of
major economies and the return of global demand, mixed with fiscal stimulus aimed at
infrastructure and green investment, prompted a rise in most industrial commodity prices
and provided the loonie with the impetus to carve fresh highs. However, since touching a
new six-year high, the Canadian dollar has traded in a tight range as lockdown measures
continue to weigh on domestic demand.

However, a more 
substantive trend outlining 
how robust the recoveries 
will be is arguably needed 

for both GBPUSD and 
EURUSD to take the next 

leg higher. 

also provided a tailwind. With both currency
pairs trending in the same direction on the
back of similar drivers, the GBPEUR cross
was relatively muted throughout the course
of the month as it centered around the 1.15
handle. Looking ahead, the burden of proof
now rests on the incoming data to confirm
the recent rally in both currencies. The
initial signs in May’s PMIs for both the
eurozone and UK, along with other real-time
indicators, suggested a surge in activity.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/remaining-mildly-bearish-but-finding-pockets-of-deeper-depreciation/


With the exit now visible for most provinces as vaccinations ramp up, we expect the loonie
to continue rallying over the course of the next 3-months, although immediate gains are
likely to be limited by cautious optimism from the central bank as the economic backdrop
under-delivers in Q2.

CNY
Our latest forecasts anticipate an inflection point in the Chinese yuan over the medium-term,
with the USDCNY rate climbing back up to 6.5 over the 12-month horizon. This view is largely
driven by fading economic stimulus, declining population growth, and the yuan’s exposure to
rate spreads with the US. In the short-term, we anticipate the yuan’s gains to be limited,
owing to the fact that the central bank will want to cap the extent to which the yuan rallies in
order to maintain growth stimulus via the current account. This was confirmed by the PBOC’s
recent decision to raise the reserve requirement on FX deposits from 5% to 7% in order to
deter substantial CNY appreciation after the yuan rallied more than 2% in a fortnight.

BRL
The Brazilian real has seen a significant rally against the dollar over the last couple of months,
with a 6% surge from early May and a 12% gain since its March lows. The currency already
exceeded our 1-year expectations recorded in May’s forecasts, with the decline in the broad
dollar weighing on the pair. A considerably hawkish path pursued by the BCB on the back of
rising inflation concerns has also firmed market pricing and has resulted in a more robust
currency outlook supported by attractive carry characteristics. Macro data has also brought
upside surprises recently amid a rather grim coronavirus situation in the background. In
particular, the fiscal data has started to show a benign impact from higher inflation, as tax
collection improves with soft indexation rules on wages and spending while prices of goods
and services rise.

However, risks to this outlook are highly tilted to a weaker BRL, as the fiscal outlook remains
uncertain despite a solid growth narrative. In the short term, threats of a potential third wave
of infections amid slow vaccination and loose restrictions are looming.
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The currency should also benefit from a surging commodity boom in 
the year ahead, as global demand recovers and stockpiles adjust to the 

rising activity levels.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/outlooks/fading-stimulus-suggests-fading-the-rally-usdcny-to-hit-inflection-point-over-the-medium-term/


MXN
The Mexican Peso has continued its uptrend amid a softer-than-expected USD narrative and
a more stable risk environment over the last month. Crucially, a marginally hawkish shift in
Banxico’s forward guidance pushed the peso into a bullish channel, with market expectations
towards further rate cuts now wiped out. Additionally, spillover effects from the US fiscal and
monetary stimulus bode well for the peso, as the country manages to attract high levels of
foreign direct investment in the recovery stage. The domestic backdrop is also encouraging
as the Covid situation eases and vaccination rates accelerate. Going forward, we expect the
peso to sustain the upward trend against the dollar, although reduced sources of potential
growth should limit the extent to which the peso advances in the medium term.

INR
The Indian Rupee has disconnected from the dire Covid situation in the country, with the
currency having already pared back the lost ground amid the deathly wave of infections that
started in early Q2.

With a strong commitment towards an ample degree of accommodation and control of
financial imbalances, we believe the currency should be resilient to further health and
economic downside risks. However, a rising inflationary environment on the back of
domestic supply shocks and surging import prices present significant risks to this view,
limiting the extent to which monetary policy can support the economic impact of the
pandemic and the Rupee itself.
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“While the pandemic situation continues to be critical, the fine-tuned 
liquidity management and strong FX intervention by the Reserve Bank 

of India has underpinned the Rupee narrative.” 

Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material
is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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